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Engineered wood floor specifications:
- 100% Locally Made

- 4.5 - 8 mm sawn lumber wear layer

- 5/8” total product thickness

- CARB 2 certified

- Widths from 4” - 8”

- 9 - 11 ply Baltic Birch substrate

(random widths available)

- Precision T&G side profile

- Lengths up to 10’ (avg. > 6’)

- All natural wood character is

-Natural millrun grade

epoxy filled

Solid wood floor specifications:
- 100% Locally Made

- Widths from 4” - 8” wide

- 3/4” total product thickness

(random widths available)

- Precision T&G side profile

- Lengths up to 10’ (avg. > 6’)

Additional options for both solid and engineered:
- Natural Face
- Authentic handscraping / distressing
- Weathering
- Creative edge treatments
- Hand oiling & custom finishing

TEXAS POST OAK

Because Hardwood Design Company approaches the finishing from an artisan perspective,
many variables come into configuration; therefore, pricing will vary correspondingly.

Most oak is very recognizable because of its distinctive and recurring grain, but
Texas Post Oak is different. It is comprised of a much more interesting grain that is
not so intrusive and has much greater detail in all the many subtleties. Texas Post
Oak is a white oak, which offers our clients limitless options in the direction of
style and color for design purposes. The clean canvas of the raw wood allows for so

Pricing subject to change, please call for current pricing.

much individual interpretation. Our Texas Post Oak includes a substantial amount
of rift and quarter sawn boards that give it beauty and character, unlike any oak we
have ever seen. It is a captivating wood that is rarely worked with, but because we
developed a process to make this wood sing, this uncommon species is now one of
our most desired.
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